
Name: ReLift

Introduction

ReLift is an aid that places the elderly and weakened in the correct position during toilet 

visits. ReLift thereby creates both human and social-economic value by reducing any related 

illness from an incorrect position on the toilet.

Silver Innovation

In Denmark alone, 1 in 3 deals with stool problems.

A significant reason is the way we sit on the toilet. The 90° angle that modern toilets place

our body in, is not a natural position as it creates a too narrow passage for our stool. With 

raised legs and a forwarded back, the intestines straightens and creates a clear passage.

ReLift is an aid for the toilet that by the use of an automated and adjustable lift helps the 

elderly and challenged into the correct position safely and without the use of muscle power.

Customer segmentation

The elderly are in a high-risk group. Up to 70-80% of the danish elderly suffer from stool 

problems, which besides the discomfort that follows, can decrease their functionality and well 

being.

There are already products that can remedy the problem, but none that takes the elderlys

physical limitations and lack of mobility into consideration.

Besides helping the many elderly who are already suffering, ReLift is just as preventive. 

Therefore, almost 860.000 Danes over the age of 70 can be considered potential users. In 

addition, the product is also relevant for other vulnerable populations.

Geographical area

ReLift has potential for great geographical scaling. Since we are all sitting in the wrong

position during toilet visits, especially in the western world, it is a common problem. ReLift will 

be introduced to the danish market and then expanded to the rest of the world starting with 

the scandinavian market.

Earnings logic

ReLift will be sold to the municipalities, their assistive technology centrals and nursing 

homes.

Through mentoring with the municipality, the sales price is estimated at 1270 €. With 932 

nursing homes in Denmark, we expect an average sale of 4 pieces. pr. nursing homes, within 

the first few years. This will give a gross profit of almost 2.400.000 €.

Financing needs

The product development is comprehensive and cost intensive. The process will include up 

to several prepared prototypes before the final product and the total cost is estimated to be 

around 45.000 €.

The next step/goal

We have already established a collaboration with a nursing home to do tests for the product 

development and the goal is to establish more test collaborations.

We are currently working on an improved self made prototype that will be used for further 

tests. Our next big goal is to have a professional made prototype in the near future.


